
                       The ultimate Cinque Terre discovering experience 

The Cinque terre, five small villages suspended between the sea and the sky, 
located in 5 miles of a very sharp coastline. 
We propose a tour to discover this unique world heritage site, moving around 
by train and boats: we can arrange a tailor- made itinerary, according to your 
wishes and we assure that it will be an unforgettable experience.   
                    

                             The Sciacchetour, the top wine experience in the Cinque Terre 

The Sciacchetra is the most precious product of the Cinque Terre: a raising wine with a centenary 
history, celebrated by famous poets and writers. 
We will have an easy walk to visit a vineyard in the traditional “terrazzamenti”, made up by ancient 
dry-stone walls. We will meet a producer, who will unveil the wine making methods. Then the 
experience will end in the cellar with the tasting of this amazing sweet wine. 

Trekking itineraries 
Our trekking guides are ready to satisfy your wants with several itineraries along the trails in The 
Cinque Terre national Park and in the Regional Park of Portofino. We’ll be glad to fulfill all your 
expectations to create a customized experience. 

Discovering Portovenere 
Portovenere is a fortified village in the Gulf of La Spezia and a Unesco heritage: its incomparable 
beauty has fascinated poets, writers, painters and composers since the Middle Age. We will 
discover all the little lanes and stairways leading to the Church of St. Peter, one of the most 
beautiful spots in the world. 
There is the possibility to complete the experience with a trek around the Palmaria island, which is 
just in front of the village. It is a walk of about 3 hours, surrounded by nature , in company of 
seagulls and wild goats. 

                                                     The premium Portofino experience 

Portofino is one of the most celebrated destinations worldwide: all the movie stars and celebrities 
spent the time of their life in this tiny village with its colourful traditional houses. We will stroll 
around the alleys in a Dolce Vita atmosphere: you will have the possibility to enjoy an aperitif in 
the famous Piazzetta, to do shopping and to have a nice  walk to the lighthouse. 
We can organize an exclusive cooking class up on the hill, with a  breathtaking view. 
 

                                                The ultimate Genoa discovering experience 

Genoa was one of the four Maritime Republics in the Middle Age, named La Superba. The city has 
the widest monumental center in Europe, full of ancient churches and palaces. We will walk 
around the “carugi”, (the narrow lanes around the ancient port), leading to the Cathedral 
dedicated to Saint Laurence. We can also organize a “Pesto” tasting during the itinerary 
 

                                                 Carrara and the marble quarries experience 

Carrara is surrounded by the Apuan Alps, also called the marble mountains, with its famous 
quarries used by Michelangelo and  many other  sculptors. 
The visit of the quarries in the valley of Colonnata will end with a “Lardo” tasting: an amazing 
cured meat, which is left in  marble boxes for 6 months 
there is the possibility to complete this experience with a breathtaking jeep ride, up to the highest 
quarries (at around 3300 feet) 
 
 

Infos/ Reservatios  + 39  348 3162471 / 349 1230602 

Email:  parcoguide@gmail.com 


